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Introduction

In order to understand the proble® of the natural

law as It confronts us today, and to arrive at any solu*
tian or conclusion to this problem, one must first under*
stand te essence of tie natural law* Jacques Maritain

describes the natural law as,
"an order or e disposition which 

human reason can discover and 
according to which the human will 
must act in order to attune it* 
self to the necessary code of 
Ve human being.* 1*

And, since all law had a religious character, in primi

tive cultures lav was intrusted to priests and religious 

judges* However, man seen realised that human law is 
mutable? different laws were observed by different pee* 

pies and in different places. Realising that a law from 

the intellect of t e supreme law giver would be Dm stable 

and Vat law, as he knew It, was continuously changing, 

man was forced to conclude t at a difference exists bet* 

ween human and divine law. Ouman law had authority and 

was binding in conscience? therefore it must have a moral 
basis, ’hisaan reason demanded to know tie source of law 

and the justification of its obedience to human law.
This justification could not be based merely in human 

will, for if it were so based it would have no moral
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obligation of loyalty to conscience or reason. Tiere- 

fora | we conclude, that underlying all positive law 

there is an idea of an eternal, immutable law set forth 

by an omniscient lawgiver. Should we deny te existence 

of thia eternal law we are faced with either anarchy or 

positivism with Its off-shoot materialism. The former 

denies all lav and recognises only the ego and self- 

interest. The latter balds that there exists no source 

or unchangeable basis of positive or hua»n law, and Vat 

law is gradually developed through environment, race 

interests, economic conditions, class struggles and the 

like. Anarchy and positivism cannot stand the criticism 

of reason seeking ultimate principles, t us we are 

forced to admit te existence of a natural law which is 

the basis of the validity and moral obligation of human 

law. The world has possessed the idea of a natural law 

from very early Greek philosophical history and this 

idea was more clearly crystalised during tie era of

latonic and Aristotelian philosophy. Sown through the
ages erroneous theories have occasionally overshadowed

this idea but today we are living in an era of the

restoration of the true concept of the natural law to
its rightful position of pre-eminence.

"In te last analysis cur whole 
argumentation for the inalien
able rights of man. for the sub- 
ordination of politics to moral 
law. for tie rights of small 
nations, for independence, liberty, 
and security, rests firmly on the
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Idea of natural law as does te 
arwentation of the papal ®nc:r~ 
elicala for social justice a ainat 
coBvunisa and for the natural 
righte of ti e individual person * 
above the state, a ainet naslea*

a
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Chapter X

In as much as lav v&s, in primitive ti»aes, closely 

associated with religious culture, it is quite under- 

standable that t.e concept of t e natural law should 

have first appeared In ancient Greece. This nation was 

the first in recorded history to have developed an ela
borate and extensive system of ods and to have delved 

into philosophical problem®, the Greek mind was free 

fro© all influence of supernatural r velation and there

fore, the resulting theories and conclusions were based 

on pure reasoning. The earliest Greek thinkers were 

concerned with the problem of change and permanence.
They saw continual change and yet realised that a per

manent basis was present. Their philosophy dealt with 

nature. Therefore when, in the middle of the fifth 

century B.C. philosophical thought turned to practical 
problems of state, t e philosophy maintained its basis 

in nature. tolltics and law having become the center 

of Greek concern, it followed that much emphasis was 
placed on political philosophy. Frost their philosophical 

speculation arose two concepts of natural law which 

still exist in modern times. The first is the positivistic 

natural law closely tied up with the contract t.eory of 

state origin. In tris theory the natural law la arbit

rary and artificial) It is determined by utility and
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pleasure. The second idea was that of a metaphysical 

natural law which is of divine origin and the basis 

of human law. The latter intrinsically contains the 

idea of a God who is the supreme lawgiver and, though 

in theory a vague form of the latter was prevalent, in 
practice the positive law was considered almost divine.

To the ancient Greek, freedom was paramount, and to 

him freedom was observance of law, not the arbitrary 

law of the tyrant but the law supported by a basic 

natural law. Sophides* tragedy "Antigone" is an 

excellent representation of the Greek theory of law. 

Antigone upheld the idea of a natural law which was 

above the law of the polls. Creon was the advocate 

of positive law.

One of the first of the ancient Greek thinkers 

to develop a theory of the basic natural law was 
Heraclitus, (clr. B.C.). His theory was that

all material things are in a "state of flux". From this 

he was led to believe in the existence of a permanent 

principlej this he called harmony. Harmony is the 

manifestation of the divine logos. The logos, that is 

the divine reason, is the ultimate source of law and all 

human law must conform to it. "For all human laws are 
fed by one divine law." 3 "With Heraclitus, ’the Obscure 

Philosopher*...the idea of the natural law for the first 

time emerged as a natural, unchangeable law from which 
all human laws draw their force." **



It was Heraclitus* purpose to emphasize the divine 

element of the law of t e polls, setting this law up as 

inviolable. He hoped thus to discredit the philosophy 

of t © Sophists which was beginning to influence the 

thinking of the masses. The Sophists held that t e nat

ural law was that law which ovemed man before the 

origin of the state, in the pure state of nature. They 

preached that there is nothing sacred in human law, and 

used this as a basis for their attacks against the posi

tive law of tie polls, representing it as serving class 

interests* they declared the equality of all men thus 

condemning the institution of slavery and the distinc

tion betwe n barbarian and Greek. I e Sophist theory, 

that the state is the result of a contract between in

dividuals developed into a positivistic theory of law 

which later deteriorated into skepticism and subjectiv

ism.

Callicles, one of the Sophists, contended that 

natural law was "might makes right". For him positive 

law emerged from this and was the win of the strong im

posed upon the weak. These theories were to be revived 

by later materialists such as Rousseau, Hobbes, rufendorf, 

Thomasius and other followers of the historical school. 

Thus we see that the Sophists were not uniform in their 

philosophy but held a diversity of ideas.
The doctrines of Epicurus,(3U2-270 B.C.), the first
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legal positivist, evolved from deteriorating Sophism*

He believed that there could be no objective or natural 

rights and that utility and pleasure are the ultimate 

criteria of justice. Therefore justice is purely posi

tivistic. Epicurus was an advocate of te contract 

theory of state origin* His belief was that before this 

contract, in the state of nature, men lived like wild 

animals I he Interpreted the natural law in a pessimis

tic sense. He denied the existence of a natural law of 

divine origin.

"There never was an absolute justice but only a 

convention made in mutual intercourse, in whatever region, 

from time to time, providing against the infliction or 

suffering of harm."
Socrates, (!+69-399 B.C.), perhaps the first great 

mind in the Greek philosophy of natural law, taught 

that there exists a world of ideas in which abstract enti

ties such as goodness, beauty, justice etc. reside.

He then concluded that a human law is just if it is based 

on this idea of justice. However in op -osltion to the 

Sophists, he held that the law of the polls was absolute 

and he condemned disobedience to positive law even though 

it may at times be unjust.
The greatest student of Socrates was Plato, (^27- 

3^7 B.C.), who e tolled the theory of a supermundane 

or heavenly abode for ideas, and taught that the things
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of this world are or exist only insofar as they agree 

with these existing ideas* He held that the chief aim 

of justice was order and not necessarily freedom, there- 

f re, a law was just if it produced order. He over* 

emphasized the divine element in the law of the polls 

and like his teacher Socrates, he taught the necessity 

of obedience to it. He did tills largely in opposition 

to the Sophist contention that justice aims at the free* 

dom of man. Plato distinguished between what is natur

ally Just and what is legally just. Natural justice 

is that which conforms with the idea of justice. Legal 

justice is that which produces order* Positive laws 

change but the idea of just law is constant. The world 

of ideas is one of order and is the pattern after which 

this world should be fashioned in respect to moral and 

le al conduct. The Sophists had emphasized the freedom

of the individual and minimized the necessity of the
' *

state. Plato, however, reversed this and sant. the
f

glories of the state as the greatest petagogue of 

mankind.
Aristotle,(33h>*322 B.C.), too, distinguished bet

ween the natural law and positive law. He developed 

the idea that the essence of man is his "©ugfctness", 

man, therefore, must act in accord with his essence.

Such action is then considered morally good. His norm
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can be expressed, "Realize your essential form, your 

nature". Thus, as an action corresponds to nature it 

is (ood, and as it is repugnant it is evil.

He makes a distinction between natural justice and 

legal Justice. Natural justice is that which has its 

basis directly in the natural law, while legal justice 

can have its basis in the will of man. Natural justice 

has its source in the essence of t e universal idea of 

justice. That which is naturally right is unalterable 

and universal. Positive law is alterable and local but 

should be based on natural justice. For Aristotle the 

idea of justice was not a separate entity with extra* 

mundane existence but was a universal idea expressed 

in positive law.

Aristotle had such a high regard for the law of 

the polls and felt it realized so well t e natural law, 

that he used the arguments for the natural law to jus* 

tify the positive law. He recognized that man is a 

rational being, his highest happiness lies in reason, 

and reason is the yardstick of all lav. He believed 

that in the case of the law of the polls, positive 

law was expressing the natural law very well. There

fore he felt that the Greeks were bound to obey all 

positive law. "The goodness or badness, justice or 

injustice, of laws is of necessity relative to the 
constitutions of states."0 To him the right of the
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state was superior to that of the individual,

’’Thus the state is by nature 
clearly prior to the family 
and to the individual, since 
the whole is of necessity 
prior to the part}..., The 
proof that the state is a 
creation of nature and prior 
to the individual is that the 
individual, when isolated, is 
not self-sufficing; and there
fore he is like a part in rela
tion to the whole,” 7

The Platonic and Aristotelian doctrines tended toward 

state socialism.

During this period of Greek political philosophy 

there arose a school of thinkers known as Skeptics,

They taught that man was the measure of all things and 

that the senses cannot convey true knowledge. Law was 

arbitrary and based on agreement among individuals. 

Since man could not perceive essences or natures, per

ception of the natural law was impossible. This was 

a period of Greek philosophical and moral decay.

Out of this era arose a new school holding know

ledge as the basis of ethics. This new Stoic school 

based its philosophy on reason, on t e agreement of 

human action with man’s nature. Law emanates from 

divine reason and t us is immutable* In Stoicism some 

of the Sophist ideas were revived. Slavery was con

demned and the equality of man upheld. This philosophy 

became the form into which the Church Fathers were to
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pour Christian Ideas.

Stoic philosophy became the basis of Roman law 

under which the individual was recognised as possessing 

certain inalienable, original rights. To the Roman 

Jurist slavery was against the natur 1 law and the 

idea of human rights must be admitted. These Jurists 

tried to impress the concept of their ideal world on 

the positive law of ti e Roman state. Ti e denied tlat 

despots and tyrants could be rightful rulers because 

the ruler must be subject to the natural law and posi

tive law must conform to it. t
“There is in fact a true law— 
namely, right reason—which is in 
accordance with nature, applies 
to all men, and Is unchangeable 
and eternal. By its commands 
this law summons men to the per
formance of t’ eir dutiesj by its 
prohibitions it restrains them 
from doing wrong. Its comands 
and prohibitions always influ
ence good men, but are without 
effect upon the bad. To invalid
ate this law by human legisla
tion is never morally right, nor 
is it peraissable ever to restrict 
its operation, and to annul it 
wholly is impossible. Neither 
the senate nor the people can 
absolve us from our obligation 
to obey this law,.....It will 
not lay down on© rule at Rome 
and anot er at Athens, nor will 
it be one rule tod y and another 
to-morrow. But there will be one 
law, eternal and unchangeable, 
binding at all times upon all 
peoplesj and t ere will be, as 
it were, one com on master and
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ruler of men, namely God. who is 
t e author of this law, its inter
preter, and its sponsor. 8

This philosophy of the Stoics and the Roman Jurists

was a great mile-stone in the history of human political

thought but still it remained vague.

”A satisfying solution could be 
found only when the natural law, 
paramount to the will of the 
state, would be founded on the 
idea of a personal God, who is at 
the same time supreme intellect 
and omnipotent will, perfect wis
dom and supreme authority, per
fect justice and supreme power.

This new idea was given to 
the world by Christianity. God, 
perfect intellect, supreme will, 
is the Lawmaker or the world.
Human reason is the light by which 
this law is seen. This law is 
engraved in Man’s heart) its 
basic principles are self-evident) 
its conclusions can be found by the 
human mind from the knowledge of 
the created world in which the 
Creator and supreme Lawmaker 
reveals His will.” 9

At this point, the dawn of tie Christian concept 

of the Natural Law, It would be well to discuss briefly 

the nature and division of that law. In a wide sense 

of the word the natural law can be extended to include 

all laws in the universe. However, in our sense of

the term, we take it as t e ’’Natural Moral Law" • This
♦

is well defined as that part of the divine law which 

applies to human conduct. The Natural Moral Law, taken 

as a whole, is called the "lex naturalis". It can be
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divided into tree major subdivisions. The first sec

tion deals with our obligations and duties to God. The 

main topic dealt wit here is worship expressed by man’s 

love, giving of honor and obedience to his creator. The 

second division deals with our duties to ourselves.

This can be summarized by reasonable care of soul, mind, 

and body. The third and last major division is our 

duty to our neighbor* This is expressed in justice and 

charity. Part of our duty to neighbor can be set forth 

in positive lawj this Is called the "ius naturale”.

It can bind only in external acts. The basis of the<
juridical natural law is justice and is manifested in 

positive law in t ree groups! commutative justice, the 

relations between individualsj distributive justice, 

the relations between the individual and the state) 

and legal justice, the relations between states.

Christian political theory disregarded the idea 

of time absolute state and emphasized the right of the 

individual and the brotherhood of man. The ideal 

"clvitas maxima” of Stoic philosophy was realized in 

Christian society. Might was subject to right. Natur

al law, not the state, was supreme and positive law

must conform to t © juridical natural law. The Chris-*
tian duties to God and those to the state need not con

flict. They Christianized pa an philosophy and set 

forth the following basic principles) the extramund ne
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author of Ve nalur I law is a personal Codj nan’s 

final destiny is not in the state but in tod| the 

Crureh is responsible for souls and in natters of 

faith i® superior to t e state* Blase Spicurianism 

was the predominant philosophy of the no»aa® at this 

tine, t e early Christian argonauts were directed 

against this positivism*
Saint Au<ustineA.S*), Christianised

many of the old pagan Ideas* ie replaced te iepersott

Cod of the Stoics with tl e personal cod of the Chris*
tlene and held that t e ideal world of late was re Uy

the mind of tod* lie taught that t e natural law was
established to maintain order and lad its origin in tls
Intellect of God which is iesutable, IU distinguished

between the natural law applied to all creation and tie
natural moral law applied to huu&n conduct*

*Xn Saint Auvstine, there* 
fore, are formed all t e decisive 
ideas for a philosophy of law 
and of t e state* There is an 
eternal law ruling t e universe*
It originates in Cod’s very 
essence and create® tie order 
of t e universe, the logic in 
all being* This eternal law 
becomes for free rational beini® 
the rule of t eir acts, tie natur
al law* And t is law a &tn is 
the fr>ure® and the standard for 
all hun&n law* Human law can bind 
in conscience because and in so 
far as it is derived from natural 
law," 10
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The next great Christian thicker was Alexander 

of Hales (11A-1?MO. At first he held to the testa

bility of t e natural law as set forth by St, Augustine, 

Howevert being unable to justify certain laws of the 

Old Testament,with these immutable principles he slipped 

into the belief that t. e natural law had its basis in 

God’s will rather than in His intellect.

Saint Thfflaas was the greatest thinker of the 

Middle Ages. For him the eternal law is God’s wisdom 

directing and governing the world as the first cause 

of all acts of rational creatures and the cause of all 

movements of irrational beings. nAccordingly the eter

nal concept of the Divine Law bears the character of m 

eternal law, in so far as it is ordained by God to the 

government of things foreknown by Him.'* The eternal 

law is composed of several elements j the laws governing 

the natural sciences? the laws governing plant and ani- 

sal life? and the laws of the t eoretioal and practical 

reason of man. Tills third part is the natural moral 

law,

Wherefore, since all things subject 
to Divine providence are ruled 
and measured by the eternal law, ...? 
it is evident that all things par
take somewhat of the eternal law, 
in so far as, namely, from its being 
imprinted on them, they derive 
their respective inclinations to 
their proper acts and ends, How
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among all others, the rational 
creature Is subject to Divine 
providence in the most excell
ent way, in so far as it par
takes or a share of providence, 
by being provident both for it
self and for others* Wherefore 
it has a share of t e Eternal 
Season, whereby it has a natural 
inclination to its proper act 
and endt and ti is participation 
of the eternal law in the 
rational creature id called 

)the natural law.” 12

*Furthermore, this natural moral law in the proper 

sensei a norm which ought to be obeyed, not one that 

must be blindly obeyed.” ”Law,indeed, is a norm and 

measure for acts which rational creatures alone are 

capable of.

The supreme commandment of the natural moral 

law is, "good must be done”. Therefore, the ba?:lc norm 

is, Justice must be done. Salat Thomas firmly held 

that the Intellect and not the will is superior in 

both God and man. The natural law, being an ordinance 

of reason, proceeds from the intellect and thus is 

im- utable. It has its basis in the essence of God. 

Since the law is based upon the essence of Cod which 

is unchangeable, the law itself must be unchangeable, 

otherwise God would be at variance with Himself.

Saint Thomas held that the natural moral law,

"do good and avoid evil", is expressed fully in the 

Ten Commandments. He called these the primary con-
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elusions of the natural law. These are self-evident 

to every people even though in ost cases they are 

not set forth in these ten rules. The first three, 

he believed , need special promulgation since the; 

are not as evident as the la t seven. Still every 

people recognizes a duty to a supreme being. The 

secondary conclusions, those which pertain to parti

cular incidents, are less evident to the majority and 

therefor© require special law. This is the positive 

law.

"Hence a positive law must deter
mine. must decide with greater 
exactness for concrete cases, 
what the correct application and 
conclusions are.” "Furthermore,
It is precisely the object of the 
positive law to render the citi
zen virtuous. It is not merely 
a question of maintaining order, 
or external peucei the law should 
rather act as a medium of popular 
education to transform those who 
live under common legal insti
tutions into perfect citizens." 1'h-

Saint Thomas saw the connection of the positive law with 

the lex naturalis and concluded that the two there* 

fore should not conflict* In so far as positive law 

conflicts with the natural moral law It is not law and

cannot be binding in conscience. Occasionally, however,
♦

he says, a law which is unjust to a few Is binding yin 

conscience for all when It is required by the common 

good, e.g. levying of taxes In war-time. The essential
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element of positive law is reason,

"Accordingly we conclude that 
Just as, in the speculative 
reason, from naturally known 
indemonstrable principles, 
we draw the conclusions or 
the various sciences, the 
knowledge of which is not 
imparted to us by nature, but 
acquired by the efforts of 
reason, so too it is from the 
precepts of the natural law, 
as from general and indemon
strable principles, that the 
human reason needs to proceed 
to the more particular deter
mination of certain matters.
These particular determination?, 
devised by human reason, are 
called human laws, provided the 
essential conditions of law be 
observed,...," 15

For St, Thomas these conditions were that the law be 

directed toward the common good, that it be issued by 

one in authority and that it be promulgated clearly.
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Chapter II

With John Duns Scotur,(12«6/70-130"), and Ms prin

ciple of the primacy of ti e will over t' e intellect, 

there began a division of tie Scholastic philosophy 

which would reappear & few centuries later in the field 

of political philosophy. legal positivism would revert 

to this theory of will and <o a step fartier than Sco
tus by applying it to the will of man rather than to 

the will of tod. Scotus t rew out t e idea of an im- 

mutable natural moral law and replaced It with the will 
of God. An action was no longer wrong because it was 

opposed to a natural law which could be found in the 

essence of God but rather because God willed that tie 

particular action be morally wrong. What is today 

morally right could become morally wrong tomorrow if 

God so willed. For Scotus then, the will was tie nobler 

of te two faculties) he held that it was more Important 

than the intellect. Thue it is with Scotus that tie 

trend of philosophy split and the first seeds of modern 

positivism were sown. God’s will was the natural law 

and since God can change his win the natural law can
not be immutable. Frees t! is error sprang many of the 

modem and centenpor&ry philosophical systems which ex

ercise so great an influence on the world today.
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Occsaa carried t e idea of the supremacy of the 

will a little farther and concluded that sin was not 

intrinsically wrong but was a sin only because it we 

an external offence against the will of bod. An offence 

against a positive law is a crlmenot because it is a 

wrong In itself but because it is against God’s will* 

Occam saw no unity in the ”being, the true and the go d»” 

because the true and the good were not dependent upon 

the essence or being of a thing but upon will* There 

was no unchangeable "lex a&tur&Xis*t all law was positive 

law*

The later scholastics were forced to study and re

present ihoais i to the people. It was si town that the 

will is a blind faculty and can function only when a 

go d is presented to it by We intellect. Therefore law 

is not merely will but it is the result of a combination 

of both will and intellect. Thinkers such as Bellar- 

ssine, Suares and Victoria concerned themselves with the 

application of tae *lus natural®" to the Indians of tie 

Hew -orld. The L t© Scholastics brought forth what they 

called the "ins gentism^, it is the "quasi-positive law*’ 

of We international eeanmnity* it is based upon cus* 

tom as well as upon treaties.

3ugo brotius (1583-16^?) night be considered the 

link between the metaphysical natural law and the
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rationalistic natural law* Ha triad to reconcile the 

definitions of t a natural law held by fuares and Vas
ques, His famous definition goes as follows,

"Natural right (ius natural) is 
t © dictate of right reason, 
shewing the moral turpitude, or 
moral necessity, of any act from 
its agreement or disagreement 
with a rational nature, and con
sequently that such an act is 
either forbidden or commanded 
by Cod, the author of nature•* 1

At first Crotius held to the Scholastic belief that 

Cod by Sis intellect is the author of the natural law 

but introduced sore rationalistic ideas* Uste;~ because 

of political affiliations he upheld the primacy of the 

will* The religious unity of Europe bad been destroyed 

by the Reformation and therefore Grotlus sot about to 

rebuild t' is unity on an intellectual basis. Be re
placed solidarity based upon faith with intellectual 
solidarity based upon reason* His greatest contrl- 

butl n to political philosophy was his development of 

international law based on the natural law*
?ufendorf expounded he doctrines of Cretins and 

helped to give rise to the so-called "age of the natural 
baf. The natural lav was no longer applied merely to 

general problems but rather the individualistic and 

rationalistic philoso hers developed systems of natural 
lav which were complete down to minute details* The
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Metaphysical natural lav held by the Scholastics re

sulted from man studying his own nature and seein; that 

God was reflected therein. It considered first man’s
**•

nature and second tod as the author of law. The 

Rationalistic natural law on the other hand attempted 

to formulate a system of natural law considering human 

reason as autonomus, disregarding God as ti e creator of 

man and the author of law, and disregarding hwsan ex

perience, The individualists and rationalists pro

posed a state of nature which existed before the state 

and formulated their natural law from their concepts of 

that law which governed man in this state of nature.
-

The doctrines of the state of nature became the 

basis for these philosophers to build their scheme .

The interpretation they gave to this state determined 

what their systems of law would be and the purpose for 

which it was d vised. Hobbes was laying the founda-

tion of state absolutism. Fufendorf developed his
/

idea of an enlightened despotism which d nied the tra

ditional right of the people to assert basic rights, 

Rousseau used it to support t e French Revolution and 

the rise to power of the middle class.

Thomas obles conceived of a state of nature where 

man was no better than beast; there war no society and 

no set of laws. Man, because of the desire for self-
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preservation, contracted with his fellow men to form

the “status clvilis”, and in this contract, a set of

laws was devised which is mistakenly considered by

many to be the natural law. For Hob es law depended

solely upon the authority of ti e state? even curch

law was subject to the state. Thus he was able to

Justify the position of the British monarchs by assert

ing strict individualism and by the same token oppose

social organisations such as guilds.

"As sharers in the absolute power 
of the sovex'eign or limitations 
upon it, he considered such bodies 
directly opposed to the natur 1 
lawi they are ‘like worms in the 
entrayles of a naturall man* 2

Nature for Hobbes was not the same as our concept

It was governed by passion and opposed to reason. The

"status natur lis" is that state in which might is

right. It is opposed to the "status civilis".

"The state, together with Its law 
which has its source in the ab
solute will of t? e sovereign, is 
the savior of man fro® the natural 
law of *mi ht makes right*? it 
affords security and protection 
by monopolizing all power? and it 
demands as a price strict obed
ience and subordination through 
identification of natural law with 
positive law." 3

• ♦
Hence we have the basis for absolutism-—-natural law 

was no longer a moral basis for positive law.

Descartes, with his philosophy of innate ideas,
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becar© to fat er of t e Individualistic concept of 

hwsa nature • t ® mind bacane the eeasnre of reality*

A systea of natural law could te dovle?ed by the human 

intellect witaont con#iderin< the exterior world#

Kant carried the teaching® of ©©©cartes on t; © natural 

law to ©• tree© idealise and thus prepared t © way for 

a reaction which was to present man merely as a high 

type of anin&X*

T e next British ^apiriaist to consider t e prob

it® of a natural law we© John book© (1^3 -170b-) • Be, 

too, conceived of a si to of nature but one in which 

nan wa« naturally peaceful and t us Ms ** status eivills” 
was a contract made not by wild beasts but by sen who' 

dosired to guarantee their rljhte# covemnent and 

society are lade .yensible. The funetirm of gowrneeat 

la to protect and preserve t: © natural right© of t- e 

individual# It i» « t up for the self-interest of its
z*

eltiaaas# by nature poen©see» certain ri «t© and

the lews of the ©tat® are to see that be 1© able to ,

keep t ese. To right is prior to to law.

•according to t - is philosopher & e 
natural rights of w consist of 
life, liberty, and property#**
”Xa order to protect arr preserve 
life, llb^it, , aaa property, bock» 
dales t at mn fern© ; political 
eosrwuity by social contract, 
bovemeent cones into icing as an 
instrument t* rou, which t e law 
of nature is enforced#H b
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The Innate rights of the individuals are the criterion 

for government and law. Thus government is basically 

utilitarian, clot ed in the lan uage of the traditional 

philosophy of natural law. Locke’s natural law was 

nominalistic. T e c mron good is merely a collection 

of individual goods. Hence we have a natural law 

degenerated fro i t e objective metaphysical idea into 

a political theory to be used in justifying the pro* 

motion of political revolution. Locke received many 

of his ideas from scholastic sources and thus in his 

theory, one can detect principles which are in accord 

with scholastic teaching, however, in many cases they 

are shrouded by empiricism.

It might be well here to note that many people 

held that the philosophy of Locke had a great influ

ence upon the founding fathers of our nation and thus 

our government is based on his principles.

"The Declaration falls into three 
partsi the first sets forth prin
ciples which are said to be self* 
evldent—tbat men are by nature 
endowed with certain inalienable 
rightsj.... These principles, 
stated in language which is trans* 
parently a paraphrase of Locke, 
were the familiar doctrines which 
Americans had cherished from t e 
earliest days in the Hew World, 
broadcast and intensified by the 
aruments addressed to t e English 
government since 1763," 5

However, this theory has as yet not been positively



proven and need not fee considered her®*
Fro© the ^ilosephies expounded fey such aan as

Houeseau who postulated a state of micro based on 
hapilness, t rough rttfenderf wit) Me fc eory of social* 
ity and Kant who held lifeatty as the basis of fear 
nature, evolved a system of philosophy known as Ration* 
alia®. These sum separated the law fro? ©t ior clalm* 
iafe that the former was external and tLorefora could 
not bind io. conscience. they divorced the natur 1 law 
fro© the eternal law of tod and credited son with its 
eat orship. this philosophy gave rise to a systea of 
speculation throu- which sen believed that, without 
considering the nature of ®aa, His immediate circus* 
atncc» and Ms relationship to Ms creator, they could 
work out a complete system of law wrely fey the use of 
h;®ar reason. For the® the stad was fere measure of 
thin... s and t ey were capable of dovisin- a system of 
law aaapl eta to ewry Individual circumstance. f is 
Nationalistic natur 1 law was set up in theory feat 
was completely inadewte when it was applied to real* 
ity. And tnu® it wao Wt, when tie positivistic 
school attacked and de strayed it, they claimed to have 
destroyed the Watural law when. actually they tied merely 
overcome a false theory which clalmd to fee authentic.

Th© materialistic theory that morality was merely
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social convention and is based on passions, and that 

the basic norms of law are utility, workability, and 

liberty, struck a strong blow to the Rationalistic 

theory. The Romantic movement which based law on emo

tions set forth the sources of lav as customs of the 

people, statutes, and jursits. These started the move

ment which was to become known as the ’’triumph of 

positivism”•

The Positivistic philosophy of law was that it 

should rest entirely upon external experience. Since 

external experience could give no basic principles 

these philosophers were forced to resort to relativism 

and even skepticism. The will of the citizens and 

thus the will of the state became the source of law. 

There could be no natural law but only the positive law 

of the state. The positivists denied t at law was in 

any way an ordinance of reason, and attributed it en-

tirely to will. The extreme branch of positivism con-
/

eluded that force was of the essence when seeking a 

norm upon which to base civil law. ’’Therefore real 

force, whether physical or psychical, is of necessity 

the essential note of law. Law is merely what is 
actually enforced, not what is enforceable.” & The 

moderate division contended that the constitution of 

a state was the basic norm.
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"Lav is tee will of the state t at 
is expressly declared to be such, 
is enacted in conformity with con
stitutional provisions, and is 
then duly promulgated. Any fur
ther criterion, as, e.g., the in
herent justice or the moral law
fulness of the action commanded 
by the positive law, is rejected 
as irrelevant for the sphere of 
law#” 7

Positivism as a method existed from ancient Greek 

times. It became a philosophy of law when it attempted 

to separate positive law from ethics by basing it on 

the natural sciences and completely disregarding the 

moral law of God. The jurisprudence of materialism 

found its basis in positivism. The personal God was 

replaced by an impersonal material force. The idea of 

a natural and eternal justice was thrown out and morals 

became relative to existing conditions.

The moderate scho 1 of positivism upheld the posi

tive law as proceeding from the will of the majority.
J*

However, unlike the extremists they did admit the exis

tence of a basic norm which they referred to as an 

ethical standard. They recognised a difference between 

right and wrong, justice and injustice, and morality 

and immorality, but they denied that tills had any 

connection with the positive law. The so-called 

’’victory of the positive law” in the nineteenth century 

was actually a triumph over therationalistic philosophy
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of law which was prevalent durin; the proceeding cen

tury. The metaphysical natural law of Aristotle and 

St. Thomas, though overshadowed by these false theories 

since the fifteenth century, was still preserved intact 

in the ’’pbllosophia perennis". These erroneous philo

sophies had continually encountered problems which 

they could not solve by their purely rational or purely 

material theories and thus it was to be the part of 

the metaphysical natural law to reappear and once again 

set man and society on the path of truth.

The Heo-Kantlan philosophers denied that law was 

based merely on the will of the legislator and pos

tulated a hi her norm which positive law must confora 

with. They distinguished between the content of law 

and the form which directed law making. Others such as 

Leon Duguit, though claiming to be positivists, in

sisted upon a rule of law which imposes itself upon
J*

rulers and which exists completely Independent of the 

state. When the problem arose as to how to distinguish 

between a right and a wron end in a society, Du-ult 

proposed the theory of social solidarity as the uni

versal end. Sight strengthens social solidarity and 

wrong weakens it. Realizing the inadequacy of this 

he added to social solidarity the element of justice. 

Thus a society is right and good when it conforms to 

just principles and wron. or bad when it does not.
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Here he had approached the metaphysical theory of the 

natural law but he claimed to be a positivist and re

fused to recognise God as the author of a moral law.

He had, however, resurrected the idea of justice as 

the basis of law and opened the door to further in

vestigation.

with growing interest in international law the 

positivistic philosophy found its theories inadequate 

to cope with such problems. In as much as their 

theories demanded the will of a law maker to enact 

laws, and since they did not admit a basic natural law 

authored b; God, they could find no source of an inter

national law. This factor gave incentive to philosophers 

to seek a norm for positive law.

The final attempt of the positivistic theory to 

maintain its hold took shape in the form of totali

tarian governments such as those in Germany and Italy
■

in the thirties and early forties, and that existing in
t

the Soviet Union today* Durin, the nineteenth century 

Italy and Germany were strong-holds fox* positivistic 

philosophy. Hany of its most ardent supporters were 

in those two nations. Conditions were such therefore, 

that, when in the thirties a political vacuum was 

created in these two nations, Nazism and Facism found 

fertile soil for growth and develops* nt. The victims

* ■
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and adversaries of these totalitarian re imes were 

forced to turn to the metaphysical natural law to 

oppose sue tyranny, since positivism offered no 

grounds of resistence to lovernments which had legally 

attained control and were imposing their wills as law. 

Thus even the last effort of the positivistic system 

helped to destory the one time predominant position of 

its philosophy.

The world is at the point now where it is beginn

ing to recognize the existence of a basic natural law 

which is the norm according to which the positive law 

must conform. Civil law can no longer be looked upon 

as originating in the will of the law maker, but must 

be considered as a determination or an expression of 

the natural lav. There is an eternal law of God which

/ governs the universe. Part of t is applies to the

of men. This is commonly referred to as

the Natural Moral Law, the "Lex naturalis". The natural 

moral law can be divided into our duties toward God, 

ourselves and our neighbors. Our duties toward our 

neighbors are binding in justice and in charity. Those 

bindin in justice are referred to as the "ins natural©". 

The "ius naturale" is that part of the Natural Moral 

Lav/ which can be set forth in positive law. Thus posi

tive law must conform to the eternal law of God. In so
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far as a positive law does conform it is a jood and 

just law, and in so far as it does not it is unjust 

and therefore, strictly speaking, not lav;.

t
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Chapter III

Thus far we have traced the development of the 

idea of the natural law from tie earliest Greek think

ers through the theories and writings of Socrates,

Plato and Aristotle, who first set forth the principle 

of a basic norm in the form which was later to be 

adopted by the Scholastics. We traced it to its 

fuller development in the Stoics and down through the 

early Christian writers such as St. Augustine, and then 

saw the clarification of it in the writings and teach

ings of fit. Thomas. We observed the decline of the 

idea of a basic natural law based upon the essence of 

God, followed the process of the rise and fall of the 

rationalistic and positivistic schools, and finally 

the reappearance of the scholastic concept which had 

been overshadowed but continued to exist in the “philo-

sophla perennis”. We will now examine the nature of
/

man seeing that he is a rational creature composed of 

body and soul, that he is a social creature by nature 

and as such he has the right and duty to form necessary 

societies. We will then consider the ”ius naturale” as 

based upon reason and justice, and conclude that the 

civil or positive law, since it is an expression of the 

"lus naturale", must likewise be based on reason and 

justice. We will conclude by pointing out that the
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state is a necessary society, and consider its rights 

and duties for t e promotion of the common good, thus 

enabling man to attain human perfection in this life 

and finally to attain eternal and perfect happiness 

with his creator.

The Dictionary of Scholastic Philosophy gives a 

physical and a metaphysical definition of man. Physi
cally considered man is "a living substance composed 

of a material body and a spiritual soul as its form.

2| a creature composed of a body and a spiritual soul, 

made to the image of tod and for the glory of God and 
His own beatitude." Metaphysical! *'a rational animal.” 1 

Man’s body is his material make-up. His soul is his 

vital principle. Man’s soul is a simple, spiritual and 

immortal substance by which he thinks, wills and acts, 

in short it is the source of his vital activity. Add 

to this the note ”rational” and w© have man as a 

reasoning composition of body and soul. This Is all 

comprehended in the idea ”person”. Every created 

being was so created that it might give glory to God.

Each creature possesses Its own nature and thus to 

attain its end, namely givint {lory to God, it mist 

act in accordance with its nature. Man was created by 

Cod to know, love and serve Him in this world and to 

be happy with lim in the next. Man’s purpose in this
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life then, is to perfect himself, that is, act in

accordance with his nature, his essence, and thus five

God ’is due and arrive at this final end, hap*iatess

with cod. because of hie di nity as a human being

made to the image and likeness of God, man is endowed

with certain prerogatives or natural rights by which

he will be able to attain his end*

MIf man is morally bound to the 
t in s which are necessary to 
the fulfillment of his destiny, 
obviously, then, he has the right to fulfill his destinyi 
and if he has the right to ful
fill his destiny he has the 
right to the things necessary 
for t; is purpose.*’ 2

The rights in themselves are not the end of man but ' 

rather a means to the end. They are natural! by his 

very nature man possesses them. They are necessary! 

without them man cannot lead a reasonable life here* 

Man is a rational creature and therefore the laws 

governing him should be rational. The eternal law 

is based on the essence or reason of God and is mani

fested to man through his reason. It follows, there

fore, that the positive law, based upon a reasonable 

natural law, should itself be reasonable, and thus we 

have the definition of a positive law as an "ordinance 

of reason, promulgated by on© in authority, for the 

promotion of the common good". The final purpose of 

law is the maintenance of order, for it is through
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order that the conaon good is best promoted and man 

can meet easily and reasonably attain his end* The 

natural law is

“simply nature moving us to those 
real goods without wt ich we can- 
not be happy, forbidding t ose 
apparent gooes Which destroy hap
piness. The particular contents 
of this law flow directly from 
human nature, ultimately from 
the divine nature of which ours 
is a reflection. Its obliga
tory character comes from t e 
will of Cod comaandin. that every 
creature shall act accordln to 
its kind.” 3

Morality arises from our essence} human acts and 

positive law, therefore, must be in accord with strict 

moral ethics. “The act® of man, whether of a social' 

or political character, must conform to the natural 

law whic has be n implanted in his nature by Divine 

Providence if they are to have moral validity and 

sanction.*’ The highest aim of man’s social life 

Is Inman perfection and thus all phases of life should 

be conductive toward this nd. That Is, the various 

phases such as economics, education and politics must 

be based on moral ethics. False theories such as In

dividualise;., socialism, and stateism maintain that his 

end is in economics or in the state and thus would pro

pose law which it- conducive to these false ends, "uch 

laws would be against the nature of man and consequent

ly not just. The natural law demands duties of each
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man toward tod, himself and his neighbor. These duties 

are moral obligations and bindin... in conscience through 

either justice or charity* Only those binding in Jus

tice, however, can be set fort in the iOsitive law.

The basic principle which the natural law sets 

forth is "good must be done and evil avoided” or "give 

to ever, one his due1*. The first conclusions drawn 

from this are the fourth through the tenth Commandments. 

This basic principle and the first conclusions are 

given directly to all men through reamn by Cod. The 

positive law Is the application of this principle and 

the first conclusions to the concrete circumstance in 

which man exists.

The natural moral law deals with social beings and 

man by nature is a social creature. As a social crea

ture he can best be perfected through society. A 

society Is an organisation of individuals and, or, group® 

of individuals united in will, under one authority, in 

a co-operative effort to attain eeosaon ends and objec

tives. A society results from the free union of mind 

and will? It is a moral union.

Every form of society, to be a good society, must 

be based on justice, better yet, on justice inter

mingled with charity. The objective basis of Justice 

is in the will of Cod. Subjectively considered, Justice 

is in the mind of uen, it is that virtue, or habit of



mind, possessed by those who are just. Justice then 
exists in the wind of Cod, as it were, as a cause, "" 

and in the mind of men as the effect. Hen recognise 

that the same basic norm of justice which binds them 

also binds their fellow men. The basic principle of 

the natural law, ’’good must be done and evil avoided”, 

expresses the basic principle of justice. ’’Justice 

requires that all be dealt with impartially and with

out favor, because before tne moral law no one per on 

is of more essential importance than any otter*”

It assumes that the basic rights of all men, women, 

and children are identical and that there is a basic 

equality of human dignity amon all sen. Justice 

operates through civil of positive law am through the 

consciences of individuals in society to promote the 

corn on good. It works as a creek in society to guaran

tee each individual of his natural rights.

”It is, in addition, a moral 
force residing ultimately in 
the will of God and imposing 
Itself on hum n society as 
the guardian of the social 
order. Moreover, it should 
not be forgotten that Jus
tice needs the supporting 
arm of charity•” o

The state is a juridical society whose bod rock 

is justice. Thus the primary function of tne state Is 

to promote the common good by establishing conditions 

necessary for reasonable living, by protecting the just



rights of the citizens, and by enforeln justice, A 

right may be defined as an inviolable »oral power to 

do, have or acquire something, It is a ©oral, and 

not a physical power, and it is based on Justice, The 

obligation to yield to a legitimate right of an in

dividual Is called a duty. When qn© person has a cer

tain right there is a corresponding duty is all ether 
individuals to respect this right. AH ri hts origi

nate in the moral law which is that part of the eternal 
law applicable to man’s rational actions. Even those 

rights which see© to flow from one’s status as a citi

zen, e»g, to vote, can be traced to the moral law be

cause It is fro® the moral law that civil governments 

receive their authority to govern, "The some natural 

law which lays down our most fundamental duties, and 

by virtue of which ©very law is binding, is the very 
law which assigns to us our fundamental rights? 

Statural rights are given to all men by God. They are 

not restrict d to certain groups, races of nationali

ties, but rather are natural to every person, that is, 

©very Individual who possesses intellect and free willf 

they apply to all men, They have their foundation in 

the nature of Ban as a "person”.

The state Is a perfect society thus a society 

which possesses the means of attaining its end. In

*•
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examining: various states it is at once evident that & 

material element exists In every case. This material 

element includes people, territory, and (overnsent.

The number of people, or size of the territory does 

not matter, Sparsely settled razil is as much a 

state as thickly populated Japan} and small Monaco 

is as much a state as enormous Russia, The govern

ment is merely the aency through which the functions 

and duties of the state are carried on and the objec

tives are formulated. The state as a society has the 

unifying element of free will of the individuals who 

com. ose it. In the words of Wilfrid Parsons the state 

is "com osed of many individually free persons, each' 

of who® has his own particular ultimate and immediate 

ends, yet each of whom has united his own will with 

those of all the ethers in the community in search of 

a further end which is common to all of them. The moral 

unity which results from this union of wills is the 
State itself." & The state then is a "moral unity" and 

as such must be distinguished from the " goverament” 

which is one of the material elements of the state. The 

state is not a moral bein in itself. The rightness 

and wrongness of tie actions of the , state must be ac

credited to the government which formulates its actions 

and in turn to the indlvidu Is who control the govern

ment. Thus the atrocities committed in Russia tod y



cannot be blamed on the state *'Rus - ia“ but rather on the 

Communist government and those who control it.

In accordance with Aristotelian philosophy the 

state may be said to have four causes. The efficient 

cause Is the political and social nature of man which 

forces him toward social life and the formation of a 

state} the material cause consists of the material 

elements which compose the body politic, people, terri

tory and fovernment} the formal cause is the essence, 

the union of minds and wills directed toward a common 

objective} the final cause is the end which it seeks 

to attain, the co? on oed of the soci 1 whole.

’’The ccsatnon cood,” aceor In to 
Roger J. Kiley, “means the ; ood 
human life of the community, urn. 
negation of all community evils 
which interfere with the tem
poral welfare of the ©embers of 
the comuni ty»“ 9

To this point we have established the concept of

a political society but with no characteristic to con-
/

plately distinguish it from any other society. When 

we add to this political society the note of sovereign

ity w© have the actual state, foverel nity is the sup

reme power or authority with which the state is endowed 

for the performance of its functions of promoting the 

common good and guarding the social order. It is the 

final power by which the state governs the people and

sets up the conditions for reasonable living. However,



sovereignty lnvloves two factors! the right to make 
ultimate decisions and the physical power to insure 
their being obeyed. The former depends upon its com
pliance with natural law norms in its law making, 
while the latter depends upon the individuals who com
pose the state, the existence of other states, and the 
dependency of one state upon another in the inter
national community. The state then is a political 
society composed of people, territory, government, 
united by the minds and wills of the citizens, and 
possessing sovereignty. The state is the highest 
natural society but recognition must be given to the. 
fact that lesser societies are also necessary and must 
therefore exist. The state is a political society, and 
as such must perform its functions for the common good, 
but it is limited In a certain sense by the existence 
and the functioning of other rightful societies.

By nature man is a social animal and can be per-
f

fected only through society. Man is dependent upon 
fellow human beings for his existence by his physical 
and mental nature. According to St. Thomas, "for all 
other animals nature has prepared food, hair as a 
covering, teeth, horns, claws as a means of defense, or 
at least speed in flight. Man on the other hand was 
created without an;, natural provisions.” To provide



for reasonable and prosperous living nan depends up
on the skills of his fellow men. True, man can live 
by himself or in a small family unit, but under these 
conditions he cannot have a normal existence. Sven 
more important than his physical needs man has in
tellectual needs which cannot be satisfied in solitary 
life or even in a small family circle. It is only in 
society that man can develop and transmit ideas, ac
cumulate knowledge and wisdom, progress in art, science 
philosophy and culture, and develop his ideas on moral
ity and justice.

’’Thus society is born, as something 
required by nature, and (because 
tills nature is human nature) as 
something accomplished through a 
work of reason and will, and freely 
consented to* Man Is a political 
animal, which means that the human 
person craves political life, com
munal life, not only with regard 
to the family community, but with 
regard to the civil community." 11

It is quite evident that man needs society to attain 
his fianl end, namely, self perfection, and therefore 
his only alte native is to form societies and live in 
them and according to them, The formation of such 
societies as the family, community, unions, and edu-
cational and professional associations are all in■
accord with man’s nature because these societies are 
fulfilling; a purpose by ministering to certain needs



of men. These societies, however, though beneficial, 

are not sufficient to satisfy all of man’s needs. For 

his perfection nan must live in a state of order.

None of the societies referred to above have within 

their nature the authority to maintain order applicable 

to every sphere of life. Aristotle refers to man as a 

”political animal", and Ft. Thomas goes a bit farther 

by referring to hiss as a "social and a political ani

mal3 » These two great philosophers could not conceive 

of man living outside of a political society. Aristotle 

says ’’the state comes into existence, originating in 

the bare needs of life, and continuing in existence 

for the s ke of a good life.”

Kan is a fallen creature; by sin his intellect 

has been clouded and . is passions often reign and dic

tate his actions. This bein, true, nan, though recog

nising the rights of ills fellows, often transcends 
these rights for his own self interest. With man llv- 

in; , as he does, in a sociot., there is a serious need 

for some agency which has the .ower to set up those 

conditions whereby man can live in and perfect himself 

in society and at the same time have assurance that his 
rights will be respected by his fellow men. It must 

not be concluded that the state arises merely as a pro

tective agency for the rights of individuals; protection



of rights is a secondary issue* The primary purpose 

of the state is to set up the conditions whereby man 

can best perfect himself. This necessitates regula

ted order in society to promote the common good, and 

the protection of ri hts is a means to this. The 

need for the state then rises out of the nature of man 

as a means to his perfection. Sven if ever; indivi

dual within the state complied completely with reason

able and just principles, there would still be need of 

a state to regulate the order in society.

It Is true that the natural law can be known by

all men through reason alone, but this Is only in its

first principle and the first conclusions.

♦‘Natural law is not a written law.
Men know it with ireater of less 
degrees, naming the risk of error 
lie re as elsewhere. The on y prac
tical knowledge all men have natur
ally and infallibly in common is 
that we must do good and avoid evil.
This Is the preamble and the prin
ciple of natur .1 law> it is not the 
law itself. Natural law Is the 
ensemble of thin s to do and not to 
do which follow therefrom in necessary 
fashion and from the simple fact 
that man is man, nothing else being 
taken into account* 13

It Is necessary that further determination of the basic 

principle be made in the form of positive law. All 

men are not able to apply t/ e principle of the natural 

law to each particular Incident because passions and 

self-interest tend to cloud and interfere with the



activity of the intellect, and environment and educa

tion often make it physically Impossible* Therefore, 

the natural law, in order that it be properly applied 

to existing circumstances,demands a competent inter

preter* We have the need of a law maker who can take 

into consideration first of all fttaaan nature, man as 

composed of tody and soul and destined for eternal 

happiness in heaven, lie must also consider with pru

dence t; © conditions of culture, customs, and adapt

ability of t e law. Human or civil lav demands sanc

tions in cany cases in order to insure enforcement.

The sanction must, however, be Just, that is, pro

portionate to the infraction.

The historical ori, in of the state may have been 

a gradual evolution from the family, but philosophically 

considered the state is demanded by human nature. The 

foundation, therefore, of the state is based on the 

natural law, an-i the governing power and authority of 

the state also finds its philosophical foundation in 

the law of nature.

As has been stated, man, as a creature composed of 

body and soul and endowed with free will and intellect, 

possesses by nature certain rights such as life, owner

ship of property, liberty, and the right to seek and 

attain happiness. The basic end of the state is to pro

mote the com on good and maintain the ”social whole”



by preserving a properly ordered and functioning houn 

society. While performing these function® the state 

aust always keep before it the realization that its 

citizens are rational and moral individuals. Therefore 

to promote the food of these individuals it must guard 

then against such political heresies as individualism 

and socialism, the former would have the government 

leave too much to private Initiative at the expense 

of t e other members of societyj the latter would give 

the state a free hand in every operation of every 

society.

Just as man, having as his purpose the perfection

of his essence, has he right to the means to attain this

end, so also the state, having as its end the promotion

of the common good, has need of, and a right to, the

means. On© of these means is authority, the need of

which flows directly from the nature of the state.

h’alee theories place the origin of the state in either
the contracts which men supposedly drew up to estab*

list the "status eivills", or in the will of the ruler

in the positivistic system.

"Hence, by a new species of is- 
piety, unheard of even.among 
the heathen nations, states 
have been constituted with* 
out any count at all of God 
or of the order established

*
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by hiis, it has been given out 
that ubllc authority neither 
derives its principles, nor 
its aajesty, nor its power of 
governing fro® tod, but rather 
fro the multitude, which, 
thinking itself absolved from 
all divine sanction, bows only 
to such laws as it shall have 
made at its own will* I1*

The scholastic position, however, recognising that 

tod is the aut or of all law and that authority is 

re rely the right of the state to issue and enforce 

law, holds that all authority must necessarily come 

freest Cod, All men are essentially equal since they 

are all rational beings possessing lrortal souls.

In order for one to become the ruler and t e others 

the subjects, since this quality can ot arise fror 

the nature of the ruler, he mist be designated as ruler. 

The source of his power or authority, therefore, can

not be his particular essence but aust have an extrinsic 

origin. The Christian concept of the origin of civil 

authority is set forth by Leo XIII in his enc clical,

"Immortals Dei”.

’’but as no society can hold to ether 
unless soa© one be over all, direc
ting all to strive earnestly for 
the cob on good, every body poli
tic must have a m ing authority, 
and this authority, no less tiian 
society itself, has its source 
in nature, and has, consequently,
Cod for its Aut or.” 15
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’’Lawmakers are Cod’s agents in the framing of Human 

Laws. Their authority, although it proceeds throurh 

the members of the community, is, primarily, from 
Hiia»” 1<J There is a problem, however, as to the manner 

in which the lawmaker obtains this authority. 2 ere 

are two theories which tr to explain t is. The first 

is the " Translation Theory** which states that authority 

is vested in the state by Cod, usin the people as the 

medium. In ot er words, Cod ives the authority to the 

social whole and the social whole in turn passes it on 

to the stete. f ls theory wa held by such men as St. 

Thomas, fuares, Bellarmine and in our own political ' 

history, Thomas ■Jefferson. In these theories we are 

disenssing moral authority, authority b; right, and 

not necessarily physical force. The eccnd theory is 

the ”Designation Theory” which claims that Cod fives 

the authority directly to the ruler. In this case 

the people designate the uler and then Cod gives the 

authority directly to the designated person without 

usin the social whole as the medium. The majority of 

the treat scholastic phlloso,hers held to the trans

lation theory which tends to emphasize the individual 

and personal element in political philosophy, and supp

ort the capacity of self-government in human bein s.
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Having considered fror a philosophical view point 

the nature of a state, the fact that it Is a necessary 

society, and the source of its authority, wo will now 

consider the purpose and functions of a state. We 

have said that oar. by nature has duties toward, first 

of al , his creatori these he fulfills by worship of 

Godi second, towards himself* he aust regard his splri 

tual, mental and physical welfare! and third, he has 

duties toward Ms nei hbor binding in charity and jus

tice. It is only by fulfillin his duties that nan 

can truly perfect himself, for In so far as he cnlts 

hie duties he is acting against his nature and toe is 

Imperfect. The purpose of the state, as we have seen, 

is the promotion of the comon good. Sat the con on 

good is the perfection of society which in turn is the 

perfection of the individuals which compose society. 

Therefore, the purpose of the state is to set up,those 

conditions whereby individuals car: perfect themselves. 

St. Theme, in his Summa Theolo tea and much later our 

own Declaration of Independence sets forth certain in

alienable rights of "life, liberty and the pursuit of 

hap iness." Thus the state has a two-fold purpose, 

to establish the conditions whereby man can perfect 

himself, an. to insure his natural rights. According
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to Jacques Marl tain,

“The political task towards which 
all tMs must tend Is the good 
hwav'jrt life of the multitude, the 
betterment of the conditions of hasum 
life itself, the internal im
provement and the prof res se
natorial. of course, but also and 
principally mor 1 and spiritual 
—thanks to which man*® attri
butes are to be realised and made 
nanifest in history, the essential 
and primordial objective for which 
men a$ «a 1© within the political 
coc; unity, is o procure the cordon 
go d of t e multitude, in such a 
manner that each concrete person, 
not only in a privileged class, 
but throu bout t-e who e ©ass, may 
truly reach that measure of inde
pendence which is proper to civi
lised life and which la insured 
alike by the econo??.ic -w&rantees 
of work and property, political 
ri{ ts, civil virtues and the cul
tivation of the mind. 18

First as regards man*® duties toward hie creator. 

God created man to know, love arid serve him. fine©

that is the purpose for which man is created it is the
•**»+

end for which he must strive. He has a duty and a cor

responding right to study and learn about hl® creator 

and thereby learn to love and stu&> Him. It I® on 

this point that many gevemnents are defective, repa

ration of Church and state is necessary for the wel

fare of both but separation does not imply discrimi

nation against one by the other. She Church is the



perfect supernatural society and t e state is the

perfect natural society* There is an interdependence

betwe these two societies because they deal with the

same subjects, and t e sueces of one is often closely

linked with the success of the ctner. The state has

two distinct duties toward roil idn. First it oust

refrain froc any interference with relitlous freedom

and practice of individuals or groups which is not

directly in violation to the laws of nature* ruch

practices as polygamy and public demonstrations by

the burning of vill^cs-etc* are harmful to the coMaon

good and opposed to the natural law end may, therefore,

be prevented by the s tate. The second duty of Ve

state toward relition is the fostering and the promotion

of it as an as net to the common good. The Church, in

turn, must refrain from intei'ferln with tie state as

long as it is in accord with t © natural law and is

fulfil. int its duties.

•’ All who rule, therefore, should 
hold in honor the holy name of 
God, and one of their chief duties 
must be to favor religion, to pro
tect it, to shield it under the 
credit and sanction of the laws, 
and neither to organize nor enact 
any measure that may eonprorlse 
its safety** 19
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"To wish the Church to be sub
ject to the civil power in the 
e excise of he? duty is a treat 
folly and a sheer Injustice.
Whenever t it is the case, order 
is disturbed, for things natural 
are put above tfei . * supernatural! 
the many benefits Which t e Church, 
if free to act, rouid confer on 
society are ait er ..re vented or at 
least lessened ..in nemi'ert and a way 
is prepared for e*titles and con
tention® between the two powers,

80

Man*® second duty is to himself* Corresponding 

to this duty he has the right to care for himself. The 

state in th.it instance must make it possible for nan to 

exercise his rlrhts to life, liberty and property, fey 

affording the proper conditions for spiritual, mental 

and physical development and perfection. First the rela

tion of the state to the family.

"The state measures its true 
strength by the stability of 
family life amon its citi- 
senry. For the family is the 
social cell. It is the family 
that produces the citizen. Ho 
nation can be reater than its 
families. The State which 
weakens the family inflicts deep 
injury upon itself. Any attack 
of the rtate on family life Is 
suicidal.” 21

The family is a natural society which is necessary for 

the proper development of individuals and the preser

vation of social order. Sine© it is essential to the



individual, to the state and to the eomtron good of

society it 1# to be fostered by the state*

"The state uust respect the 
rights of the faelly. It 
must sot therefore fail to 
provide opportunities for the 
adequate housin. of faeilies, 
for t e requisite schooling 
of chiidren, for the use of 
ooesnea benefits supplied t: rou n 
the taxing of citizens* * 2?

Under tie educational aspect, again religion enters in 

as to t«e right of the Individual to be educated in the 

school of his choice. The state east provide educa

tional institutions where necessary, but it does not 

have the right to dictate to parents which schools their 

children nay attend* The legality of parochial schools 

has been afftrwee b, the Suprese Court and t erofore 

the state cannot deny to any citizen the right to attend 

such private schools* Public education is also fur

thered by the state by the establishing and Bel&taln* 

ing pehlie libraries which stock all bo ks and not only 

government approved additions. The establishment of 

reasonable labor laws is- also a duty of the state* The 

physical wel3.»heini. of the citizens demands the aboli

tion of sweet-ehope, child-labor, hazardous working 

conditions, and excessively Ion working. hours* The 
social as poet of »an*s life oust also he considered by
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the state. This If expressed In sum’s right to or

ganize with his fellows into labor unions, political

parties, civic clubs and fratorn 1 organizations. The
-5s-

best policy to be foil'.wed by the state her® is the

"Principle of subsidiarity" , the refraining from inter

ference wit? lesser societies as Ion as these organi

sation* are fulfillir. the purpose for which they ware 

formed, ministering to the particular head of man, and 
not Interferriag with the rights of other .

The third main division of ©an‘s duty is towards 

his neighbor. This can be summed up in the virtue of 

justice. According to ft. Augustine, "Justice is that 

virtue which tires to everyone his due.** 3y "due” 

we mean sore than what is due in justice alone, but 

rathe,- what is due to a fellow man as a ©eobe,? of the 

Mystical od_ of Christ. Thus "due" here also means 

charity. The positive law, for the eost part, looks 

out for the just due of individuals, however, duties 

in charit, are blndin in conscience only and t ©re- 

fore cannot be set fort* in the positive law. Man is 

bound by charity 'to proaote the well-being of his fellows 

in such metiers as assistance who?; in time of distress, 

protection from error, protection from moral degene

ration by pornography, and assistance in any other situa

tion, not necess >ril. covered by .ositive law, in which
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he can help a fellow fco sore easily attain his final end 

namely, happiness in eternity wit", his creator*
The jurisdiction of the natural law y no jaeans is 

United to the fields here briefly discussed. It is the 

final basis upon which vests all relations auottg moral 

ere tur s. Its relation to labors-management, medi
cine and countless other field * has not been considered 

here. We ware concerned in this discussion only with 

a general history of the natural law and a general appli 

cation of it to the rights of men. Also, it is not 

limited at the state level. All into national affairs 

must conform with this basic law. International jus

tice finds its basis in the natural wor 1 law and until 

t is is recognised fully and endorsed in international 

relations t ere can b© no hope of so‘vin. the many pro

blems which e 1st in that fl«ld. However, these are

not part of this tie., is and therefore no more mention■ »>
need be made of them here.

In conclusion t erefore, we see that the natural 

law Is that part of the eternal law which applies to 

human conduct and la known through human reason. It is 

the basis of all rights, individual, social and poli
tical, and likewise the basis of ali duties. It was 

known in its basic principle and fir t conclusions by



sen from earli at recorded history, and knowledge of 
its secondary conclusions arises and is increased 
through experience in concrete conditions. It is the
basis of all society, and social order can be estab
lished and maintained only in so far as the natural law 
and its Divine Author are recognised and obeyed.
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